The main goal of VANET is providing safety and comfort for passengers. Live Video streaming over Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANET) is important for many applications, like online games, Collision warning, road sign alarms, emergency live video transmission and road-side video advertisement broadcasting. Vehicles have sufficient bandwidth, computation and storage capacity to support data intensive communication, the high mobility may cause persistent network partition. All or most vehicles have wireless communication devices installed along with an elaborate road side infrastructure. In the video streaming environment the video source can be a typical video server, while the video receivers are vehicles that are driving on the road. In this video server forward video data to nearby vehicle and thus data is received by the appropriate user or vehicle. In this paper, we focus on video streaming between vehicles in highway, where the traffic density is adequate to mitigate frequent link disconnections and persistent network partitions. This technique adopts a store-carry-and-forward approach to transmit video data in a partitioned network environment. This proposal can help us to increase the performance and can avoid packet loss in live video streaming over vehicular ad hoc network.
INTRODUCTION
Vehicles when equipped with computing devices also become mobile nodes and the network becomes vehicular ad hoc network (VANET). Streaming video is content sent in compressed form over the Internet and displayed by the viewer or vehicle in real time. The benefits of live video streaming are as following: 1. Inter-vehicle communication is possible. It means that Passengers in nearby cars can setup a video conversation by using the inter-vehicle streaming technology. 2. This is important for security purpose like Military or scientific applications. Vehicles on duty can broaden their view by receiving video from other vehicles' video cameras. 3 . Driver assistance and safety applications. In case of a car accident or road work, if vehicles that are driving towards this area can receive live video about this area, the drivers can then drive with alert or simply choose another route. 4. Comfort Applications: This type of application improves passenger comfort and traffic efficiency and optimizes the route to a destination. Examples for this category are: traffic information system, weather information, gas station or restaurants location and pace information, and interactive communication such as Internet access or music download.
Streaming over VANET is applicable in reality. As we know that car engine can provide sufficient power for intensive data computation [3] and communication. Vehicles can also equip large On-board storage. Thus the node in VANET is powerful to forward continuous video data to other vehicles or roadside receivers. VANETs have hybrid architecture containing both the infrastructure and the ad hoc architectures. The Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communication is ad hoc and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communication is through access points (roadside units). These roadside units (base stations) are then connected to the Internet and provide necessary services to vehicles. The success of VANET depends on existence of roadside infrastructure and sufficient number of vehicles equipped with wireless communication devices.
Two network metrics, packet delay and packet loss, greatly affect the quality of the video in the receiver end. In video streaming, a single video frame is decomposed into many smaller packets and sent into the network. If the percentage of lost packets excesses the bound of error correction, the receiver can not playback this frame. Similarly, if the packet arrival time is later than the playback deadline of the corresponding frame, it will also be dropped by the decoder in receiver. So both delay and packet loss may cause the video distortion.
The challenge of video streaming over VANET can be interpreted by the high dynamics of the vehicles. The high velocity and limited communication range of the vehicles incur frequent link disconnection and even network partition. It takes time for vehicle to catch up with other vehicles ahead and reconnect the network. We call this amount of time as catch-up delay. During the catch-up phase, the routing protocol uses the store-and-forward (SF) scheme to buffer the packet and send it in the next chance. However, since the streaming application generates large number of data packets, link buffer overflow may occur in the relay vehicles, which causes severe packet loss.
RELATED WORK
In video streaming applications over V2V networks, the receivers are vehicles on the road, while the video source can be either other vehicles or just a stationary video server with wireless capability. Based on mobility and the number of video sources, we categorize these applications into four classes:
• Single stationary source (SSS): In such applications, a single stationary video source streams live video to the receiver vehicle. The applications include a video camera at the intersection of some major street broadcasting traffic information; or a roadside hotel's video server pushing commercial information to drivers on the road.
• Multiple stationary sources (MSS): In case of big events, such as a disaster report, multiple cameras are needed to cover the potentially large affected area. In such applications, the receiver can switch between the views of different cameras, or integrate the video from multiple cameras to get a complete view.
• Single mobile source (SMS): In such applications, a vehicle that drives on the road is the video source. The receiver in such applications is interested in the video data that this vehicle provides, no matter where it is.
• Multiple mobile sources (MMS): In such applications, multiple vehicles that drive past a certain area are the video sources. Each vehicle captures a portion of the video data about that area and sends it back to the receiver.
COMMUNICATION
Communication can be possible from vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to infrastructure. During initial stages V2I (also infrastructure to infrastructure -I2I) and V2V communications will not be very effective. We suggest improving V2I communication by using roadside service units (RSSU), which in turn will complement the lack of V2V communication. The motivation of our solution is to make roadside units light weight, simple/easy to install and economical. Our proposed RSSU does not need to be connected with other RSSUs or the Internet to provide its services. It may or may not be locally connected. Standalone or locally networked RSSUs besides being economical are also very easy to install and maintain as compared to fully networked roadside units. Further, for V2V communication RSSUs will increase the chances of information transfer by relaying messages. Standalone or locally networked RSSUs raise the issue of I2I communication, we address this by using unicast routing between RSSUs using either local network or vehicles as medium.
When a RSSU is added to the network its data can be communicated to other RSSUs via proposed communication methods. This data can also be updated along with certificate renewal. A new RSSU may also advertise itself when added to the network. 
VEHICLE TO RSSU COMMUNICATION
Each RSSU will advertise its existence and services by periodic beacons. The beacon will include RSSU ID, RSSU certificate, location of RSSU, current time, location of adjacent RSSUs, services offered and critical safety information. Critical safety information is included in beacon to reduce the information relaying time. The beacon message will be signed by its issuing RSSU.
RSSU TO RSSU COMMUNICATION
Routing will be table driven. Data transmission will be limited to adjacent nodes only. End to end communication will be restricted to special cases only such as passing of malicious vehicle information. This can be achieved by relaying information to a unit which is known to be connected to backbone. If RSSUs are not locally connected then the RSSUs relay messages through vehicles. The addressing information will include the destination RSSU ID and its location. If the message is end-to-end then routing information will also be included. Routing information will include locations and IDs of intermediate RSSUs. The message will be signed by originator and confidential information may also be encrypted. The originator's certificate will be appended with the message. The basic idea of opportunistic routing is used. The RSSU controls/selects number of vehicles/nodes relaying the message. RSSU broadcasts the message to every vehicle in range, after receiving the message; each vehicle waits for a random amount of time and then acknowledges the message. On hearing the acknowledgement all other nodes discard the message, therefore only one node which acknowledges first is selected as message relay. One possible problem can be when the relaying vehicle diverts from the route before delivering the message. In this case probability of success can be increased by letting more than one vehicle to acknowledge and carry the message. Another possible issue is hidden node problem in this case more than one vehicle will acknowledge and carry the message. This will provide redundancy to the protocol. This will however require duplicate suppression at the destination. The acknowledgements will be restricted to only one hop. End to end acknowledgement may be included as an optional service.
WORKING OF THE VEHICULAR AD HOC NETWORK
Suppose we want to send a message from one RSSUs to another RSSUs via vehicles. This can be explained by using following diagrames: (b) V1 and V2 deliver the message to RSSU2, V1 diverts to its right at road junction, V3 and V4 approach RSSU2.
(c) V2 delivers the message to RSSU3, V3 receives the message from RSSU2, V4 carries the acknowledgement message from RSSU2 for RSSU1.
(d) V3 delivers the message to RSSU4, V5 approaches RSSU3.
(e) V6 receives the acknowledgement message from RSSU4 for RSSU3; V5 carries the acknowledgement message from RSSU3 for RSSU2.
(f) The acknowledgement messages delivered by V6 and V5 to RSSU3 and RSSU2 respectively.
VIDEO STREAMING DISTORTION
The procedure of the video streaming application over VANET has two phases. First phase is to send a video trigger to the area of interest or vehicle via other vehicles. The second phase is to transmit the streaming video data back from the video source.
For video streaming application, video packets are transmitted over the network and need to meet a playback deadline. Decoded video quality at the receiver is therefore affected by two factors: encoder compression performance [1] and distortion due to the packet loss or late arrivals. The video distortion can be modeled as:
The encoder distortion may be modeled by:
where R is the rate of the video stream, and the parameters D0, θ and R0 are estimated from empirical rate-distortion curves via regression techniques. In this work, we are interested in D loss which can be modeled by D loss = D pkt_loss +D delay where Dpkt_loss and D delay represent the distortion contributed by packet loss or delay respectively. The decoder skips a frame when some of its packets are lost or arrive too late. However, this modeling method is hard to evaluate different data forwarding schemes and the effect of other parameters such as the SF buffer size. It is also unsuitable for cross-layer design of video streaming over a particular network. Hence, to capture the characteristics of complicated networks, we should either choose more sophisticated network model or conduct network level simulation (i.e., uses mature network simulators). Because of the time-variant feature of the VANET, we choose simulation study method to exploit the mystery of video streaming over VANET.
STORE AND FORWARD SCHEME
Small buffer size may cause frequent packet loss in the case of network congestion. It is also interesting to note that when the network is disconnected, a relay node without reachable next hop may have buffer overflow, if the uplink node keeps sending video packet to it. One may think that vehicle should maintain a SF buffer as large as possible. However a large buffer may not always favor the performance of video streaming application, because the packet in buffer may miss the deadline.
When we increase the size of the buffer from 100 packets to 500 packets, the performances with 500 and 900 buffer size are similar. We did not observe any buffer overflow in these two cases. This means delay dominates the quality of video streaming with larger SF buffer size. The video quality increases while the density becoming larger. This is because there are fewer link disconnections with higher density and the streaming is fluent. So there is fewer buffer overflows. In the very dense scenario, we did not observe any buffer overflow for all the settings.
In reality, vehicle has limited memory for buffering. A video stream needs to compete with other video streams or other applications for limited buffer space. Thus it leads to a question that which packet should be removed during buffer overflow. In live video streaming, because a late frame is likely to be dropped by the decoder, we decide to drop the packet with earlier deadline. Though we do not know the exact deadline of a packet, since they are sent in the order of their playback time, we can tell with one is earlier from their sequence number.
7.
PURPOSED STORE AND FORWARD SCHEME
In the above store and forward scheme the small buffer size may cause frequent packet loss in the case of network congestion. It is also interesting to note that when the network is disconnected, a relay node without reachable next hop may have buffer overflow, if the uplink node keeps sending video packet to it. One may think that vehicle should maintain a SF buffer as large as possible. However a large buffer may not always favor the performance of video streaming application, because the packet in buffer may miss the deadline.
But in this quality of video streaming get affected so doing large size of SF buffers does not matter because in live video streaming delay of data packets is not allowed. Now if we keep the size of SF buffer of medium size and increasing the number of vehicles carrying information or data can increase the quality of video in the vehicular ad hoc networks.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:
In this paper, we propose the mechanism of live video streaming service to VANETS. V2V networks may be partitioned at all times. We use a store-carry-andforward scheme to facilitate data transmission in such a network environment. But this SF buffer scheme may overflow because when the network is disconnected, a relay node without reachable next hop may have buffer overflow and if we increase the length of SF buffer then delay dominates the quality of video streaming. So there is trades-off between buffer overflow and quality of video streaming. Quality of service can further be improved by equipping more and more vehicle with this technology so that less and less delay occurs in data transmission. Future work can further enhance the quality of video streaming and solve the problem of buffer overflow.
